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1. Let {£(0> t(ET}, T= [0, l], be a Gaussian process, defined on an

underlying probability space (X, %, P), in which X is the collection

of all real valued functions x(t) defined on T, % is the o--field of sub-

sets of X generated by the Borel cylinders in X, and £(/) is defined by

?(/, x) = x(t)    for t G T, x G X.

Here, by a Borel cylinder in X, we mean a subset Bx of X defined by

Bx= {xGX;[x(h), ■ ■ ■ ,x(tn)]EB}

where t%, ■ ■ ■ , tn(E.T, and B is a Borel set in the ra-dimensional Eu-

clidean space. Such a process exists according to the Kolmogoroff

Extension Theorem. If, further,

(1) E{Z(t)} =0   iortET,

and for some /3, b>0,

(2) E{ I £(/) - W) I2} ̂  b | f - t" \"       for t', t" G T

and the process is separable then2

P*(Ci) = 1    for 0 < X < 0/2

where P* is the outer measure of P and C\ is the subset of X consist-

ing of the Lipschitz X-continuous elements, i.e., those functions which

satisfy

| x(t') - x(t") | ^ h | t' - t" |x    for i, t" G r

with h depending on x.

In this article we consider the differentiability of the sample paths

x(t) of the process {£(£), t^T}. We shall assume that our process

satisfies the additional condition that for some a, a>0,

(3) E{ j W) - £(/') |2} £ a | f - t" |«   for /', t" G T.

Our result is stated in the theorem in §2, after a brief discussion of
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the measure induced on the space of continuous functions by the

process. Our theorem implies in particular that, if a/2 < 1, then almost

every sample function xit) is almost nowhere differentiable with re-

spect to t on T. This is an extension of the classical result of Wiener

for the Brownian motion process.

2. Let C be the subset of X consisting of the continuous functions.

Now that C\C/C and P*iC) = 1, the probability measure P induces a

measure mG on C according to a theorem by Doob (Theorem 1.1,

[l]). Specifically this measure is obtained as follows. Let ^c be the

field of Borel cylinders in C. A Borel cylinder Bc in C is a subset of C

of the type

Bc = {xEC; [xit/), ■ ■ ■ , s(A)] EB}  = BXC\C

where k, ■ ■ ■ , tnET, B is a Borel set in the ra-dimensional Euclid-

ean space and Bx is as defined previously. If we now define a set

function mo on gc by

(4) maiBc) = PiBx),

then m a is well-defined according to the above quoted theorem by

Doob and is in fact a measure on the field 5c- Finally by means of a

Caratheodory extension we have a measure space (C, &*, raz<j) in

which S* is the cr-field of the Caratheodory measurable sets. Our theo-

rem can now be stated.

Theorem. Let {%it), tET}, T= [0, l], be a separable Gaussian pro-

cess satisfying the conditions (1), (2), and (3). Let mG be the measure

induced on the space C of continuous functions xit) defined on T. Let

\>a/2. Then for almost every xEC relative to mo

| xit + s) - xit) I
(5) lim sup -= oo,

| xit — s) — xit) I
(6) lim sup -= oo

sio 5X

for almost every tET relative to the Lebesgue measure.

The proof of this theorem is based on a lemma which we prove in

§3. The theorem itself is proved in §4.

3. Lemma. Let \>a/2. Then for every tEiO, I) there exists a subset

of C, TtE&* with mGiTt) = 1 such that every xEYt satisfies (5) and (6)

at t.

Proof. Let h>0, s>0 and
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r,,!,,. = {xEC;\x(tArs) - x(t) \ g hs*}.

Then rt,h,,E%c and, by (4) and the fact that {£(*), tET} is a Gaus-

sian process, we have

«e(r..»..) = ——-   J exp  4 - —j— I dt,
(27T)1'-(7M+,     •/ |,|s*.X V i(rt,t+,'

where

«rU. = £{ I 50 + 5) - $(<) |2}  ^ as"

according to (3). Thus

ma(T,,h,A g (2/7ra)1'2fex-«/2.

Since X—a/2>0, lims(0 mo(Tt,h,s) =0. Let {s,} be a sequence of

positive numbers such that Z<1i 5X~"/2< °o and consequently

Z^=i »»o(r,l»,,j.) < oo. By the Borel-Cantelli Theorem, m0(Tt,h) = l

where Fi,A = limy<00 inf Tlhi3.. Thus, from the definition of Tt.h,,,

| x(t A- s) - x(t) |
lim sup -=g h   for x G r(,>,.
slO SX

Let r,+ =f|»"-i Tt,h. Then wG(r+) = 1 and

[ x(t Ar s) — x(t) | +
lim sup -= co    for x G r(.
»|o 5X

Similarly, there exists a subset Tr of C with ma(Tr) = 1 such that

[ x(t — s) — x(t) I
lim sup -= oo.
sj.0 iX

We only have to takeri = r,+r>\rr to complete the proof of the lemma.

4. Proof of the Theorem. Consider the product measure m = mg

X?»£ on the product space CX.T, where mi is the Lebesgue measure

on T. Let T be the subset of CX.T consisting of those elements (x, t)

for which (5) and (6) hold. We show that T is a measurable subset of

CXT by showing that the two functions of (x, t), lim sup, i0s~*\x(tArs)

— x(t)\ and lim sup ,t0 s~x\x(t — s)— x(t)\, are measurable. We as-

sume that each xGC has been extended beyond T to be constant so

that x(t) is continuous in an interval containing T in its interior.

Now

| *(* + s) - x(t) |                t              | x(t + s) - x(t) \\
hm sup -= hm <    sup   ->  •
• lo sx *->»    (o<s<l/t Jx J
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Let {sy} be a countable dense subset of (0, 1/k); so that from the

continuity of s-x|x(<+s) — xit) | as a function of 5 in (0, 1/k), we have

| Xit + S)  - Xit) I \xit + Si) - xit) I
sup    -= sup-•

0<«<l/t 5X J 5X

Since each sy~x|x(£+sy) — xit)\  is a measurable function of (x, t) on

CX T so is lim sup.j 0 s~x\ xit+s) —xit) \. Similarly,

lim sup 5-x | xit — s) — xit) I
tlo

is measurable, and T is measurable.

Now for each tET, let

T(0 = {xEC;ix,t)ET}.

For almost every t, Tit) is a measurable subset of C and for every t,

r(/)Z>rt of the Lemma. Since mG(Y/) = 1 =m0iC), we have

|    m0iVit))mLidt)  =  I   mGiY/)mLidt) = 1
J 0 " 0

and hence by Fubini's theorem, m(T) = 1 and, furthermore,

0 = miC X T - T) =   \ mL\t E T; (x, t) £ v}m0idx).

Thus, for almost every x£C,

mi\tE T;ix,i) E F} = 0;

that is, for almost every xEC,

mL{tE T;ix,t) Gr)=l.

This completes the proof of the Theorem.
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